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the root of this malware is the medusa dll, which is a regular dll that hooks into
some windows api's and then sends the changes to the operating system so
that all api calls are performed by the malware's process. once the api call is

made it goes and checks some online server and gets the "changes" and makes
changes to the windows api. this process continues and continues until the

program can crack a passcode and get access to the system. we do not really
know why the dll is called “medusa”. medusa is a mythical creature with a

human face and a serpent’s body, and she was known for killing the heroes who
fought against her. so most likely it’s just a creative name of something the

author wanted to call the malware. since the malware is a very ordinary dll, it is
probably just an alias for some kind of malware family. there are many viruses

that send themselves to the windows registry (example: godza virus). the
system here uses a variety of methods to avoid being detected. first of all it

starts a dns server which it uses to send malware to infected pcs. if this were
detected it could just change its ip address or shut down the server, so the

malware bypasses this check easily. then the malware requests a lot of network
statistics like the number of web requests, and the throughput of each

individual stream. and it uses tcp/ip sockets to ask the statistics back, and this
makes it difficult to block since it uses a lot of ports. if the user tries to

disconnect from the network the malware disconnects too. my guess is that the
hacker wanted to put the malware on the user's computer to steal their

cryptocurrency. it will likely not stay on there, but you are still in danger. to
start, the hacker will likely create a lot of computer virus traffic to make it look
like the computer is infected. then they will have a way to switch the computer
over to a more secure network (running off of a local wifi network) and start to

hunt you down with malwarebytes.
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hydra isn't the only
remote access solution

to the internet of
things. however, it is

the only one that uses
your pc to reach your

connected devices. the
solution also uses a

range of techniques to
evade detection. such

as, stopping the
computer from sleeping

when connected. in
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addition, it includes a
built-in brute-force

attack, which seeks out
weak passwords and

tries them one-by-one
until it hits on the right
one. the software will

use any connected
bluetooth device to

scan for nearby
devices. if one is found,
it will then connect and
send "device name: +
method:" command to
the device, which will
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then send back the
password. this can be

done with any
bluetooth dongle, such

as an apple or
microsoft bluetooth

headset. hydra is able
to crack a password by
gathering information
from many different

sources. the software
contains modules for
gathering information

from the operating
system, both active and
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background processes,
input and output logs,
users, hosts, and the

filesystem. in addition,
it is able to gather data
from the device itself.
hydra also includes a
built-in brute-force

attack, which attempts
to guess the password

one character at a time.
in addition, it tries out

any password of a
user's choice. this
means if the user
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enters the wrong
password, it will try the

next one, and so on.
hydra includes a built-in

brute-force attack,
which attempts to

guess the password
one character at a time.
in addition, it tries out

any password of a
user's choice. this
means if the user
enters the wrong

password, it will try the
next one, and so on.
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